
COST OF REACHING WITHPROHIBITION FOR ANEXPONENTIAL TIME-SHARINGQUEUEING PROCESSA. ZorineN.I. Lobahevsky State Universityof Nizhni NovgorodNational Researh UniversityNizhni Novgorod, Russiazoav1�ui.nnov.ruA proess of serviing of on�it �ows with a time-sharing algorithm with readjust-ments is onsidered. Input �ows are formed in a random environment synhronized withthe serviing devie. Servie and readjustment durations are exponentially distributed.A mathematial model for the serviing proess is onstruted in form of a denumer-able ontinuous-time Markov hain. To estimate the loading degree of the time-sharingqueueing system with readjustments an expeted ost of reahing with prohibition isproposed. It generalizes Chung funtionals for homogeneous denumerable disrete-timeMarkov hains. A ontrol is searhed for whih minimizes the funtional in a lass ofsimple priority ontrols with threshold.Keywords: time-sharing servie with readjustments, random environment, loadingof a queueing system, Chung funtionals, denumerable ontinuous-time Markov hains.1. INTRODUCTIONIt is important for pratie to be able to estimate the loading of a queueing system.As a rule a loading is understood as a fration of time whih the system spends on ser-viing of ustomers. However this de�nition is not that unambiguous for a number ofreal queueing systems, beause it does not take into aount a possibility of �xed ylesin serviing of queues (e.g. in serviing of tra� �ows) or presene of readjustment-and-ontrol periods in serviing of on�it �ows (queueing systems ontrolling tra��ows, time-sharing information proessing systems, et.). In partiular, no expliit ex-pression is known for the loading of a time-sharing queueing system with readjustmentsin random environment [1℄.In a series of papers a reahing with prohibitions funtional is used for estimationof the system's loading. Suh a funtional is alled a Chung funtional ([2℄). In thepresent paper we extend the notion of a Chung funtional to a lass of denumerableontinuous-time Markov hains. 277



2. PROBLEM STATEMENTThere are m < 1 input �ows �1, �2, . . . , �m of ustomers entering into thequeueing system. The �ows are formed in a random external environment with twostates, e(1) and e(2). During the environmental state e(k), k = 1, 2, the �ow �j, j == 1, 2, . . . , m, is poissonian with intensity �(k)j . Customers from the �ow �j are putinto an in�nite bu�er (a queue) Oj. Customers are seleted for servie in order ofarrival. A serviing devie has n = 2m + 1 states, �(0), �(1), . . . , �(2m). In a state�(r), 1 6 r 6 m, a ustomer from the queue Or is servied. After the state �(r) theserviing devie swithes into a state �(r0) with r0 = r +m, m + 1 6 r0 6 2m. Duringthe state �(r0) a readjustment-and-ontrol at is done and no ustomers are servied.If at an readjustment-and-ontrol at termination the queues are empty the serviingdevie swithes into the state �(0) of waiting for arrivals. Upon an arrival of the �rstustomer its servie begins immediately and the server swithes to a state �(j) if theustomer is from the �ow �(j). If the queues' lengths are desribed with a nonzero vetorx = (x1; x2; : : : ; xm) after a readjustment-and-ontrol at termination then a ustomerfrom the queue Oj, j = h(x), is seleted for servie where h(�) is a given mapping of thenon-negative integer lattie X = f0; 1; : : :gm onto the set f0; 1; : : : ; mg. The mappingmust satisfy to the following onstraints: h(x) = j implies xj > 0 and only the zerovetor �0 = (0; 0; : : : ; 0) 2 X is mapped into 0. Servie durations and readjustmentdurations are independent random variables with exponential distributions. The meanservie time at the state �(r) is ��1r , and the mean readjustment-and-ontrol time at thestate �(m+r) equals ���1r . The random external environment is synhronized with theserviing devie. Change of the environmental state an our only at instant of servieor readjustment-and-ontrol ats terminations. A probability of hanging the state frome(k) to e(l) equals ak;l, k, l = 1, 2. Thus the proess of environmental state hanging isnot markovian. After a servie a ustomer from the queue Oj an get into the queueOr with probability pj;r for a repeated servie, and an quit the queueing system withprobability pj;m+1 = 1 �Pmr=1 pj;r. So, besides the �ows of primary ustomers thereare �ows of seondary ustomers entering the queueing system. The total input �owshave a ompliated probabilisti struture. A sojourn ost for one ustomer in Oj pertime unit is given and it equals j. Suppose a deomposition of the set X of vetorsof queues' lengths info non-empty disjoint subsets X0, X+, X�, X = X0 [X+ [X� isde�ned. The set X0 is interpreted as a set of admissible queues' lengths, the set X+stands for a set of desired queues' lengths, �nally, the set X� onsists of prohibitedqueues' lengths. In essene the aim of the present paper is to give a mathematialformulation of an optimization problem and to study numerially an algorithms h(�)whih minimizes the onditional expeted ost of reahing the desirable set X+ fromthe admissible set X0 under hypothesis of not visiting the prohibited set X�.The queueing system desribed an be obtained as a speial ase of a time-sharingqueueiny system in [1℄ with exponentially distributed servie and readjustment dura-tions. It was shown in the ited paper that a priority algorithm minimizes the expetedsojourn ost of all ustomers int the system during an at in the stationary mode.278



3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND OPTIMIZATIONPROBLEMIn what follows all objets are de�ned or onstruted on a probability spae (
;F;P)where 
 is a set of desriptions ! of elementary outomes, F is a �-algebra of events A �� 
, P is a probability. Introdue the following random variables and random elements.Let �(t) 2 fe(1); e(2)g be the state of the environment at the instant t > 0, �(t) 2 � == f�(0);�(1); : : : ;�(2m)g the state of the serviing devie at the instant t, {j(t) thenumber of ustomers in the queue Oj at the instant t, {(t) = ({1(t);{2(t); : : : ;{m(t)).Sine the evolution of the proessf(�(t);{(t); �(t)); t > 0g (1)after the instant t is determined only by the instant of termination of an at takingplae at t, by arrivals of ustomers after the instant t, and by the states of the randomexternal environment after the instant t, the random proess (1) is markovian withdenumerable number of states and a states spaeS = f(�(0); �0; e(k)) : k = 1; 2g[[ f(�(r); x; e(k)) : r = 1; 2; : : : ; m; x 2 X; xr > 0; k = 1; 2g[[ f(�(r); x; e(k)) : r = m+ 1; m+ 2; : : : ; 2m; x 2 X; k = 1; 2g:The Markov proess (1) is homogeneous. Denote by q(r; x; k; r0; w; l) the intensity oftransition from (�(r); x; k) 2 S into (�(r0); w; l) 2 S. Put q(r; x; k) = �q(r; x; k; r; x; k),let Æs;s0 be the Kroneker delta. For s = 1, 2, . . . , m+ 1 introdue non-random vetorsy(s) = (Æ1;s; Æ2;s; : : : ; Æm;s) 2 X, where y(m+1) = �0.Theorem 1. The transition intensities of the Markov proess (1) areq(0; �0; k) = �(k)1 + �(k)2 + : : :+ �(k)m ;for r = 1, 2, . . . , m q(r; x; k) = ��1r + �(k)1 + �(k)2 + : : :+ �(k)m ;for r = m + 1, m + 2, . . . , 2mq(r; x; k) = ���1r + �(k)1 + �(k)2 + : : :+ �(k)m ;for r = 1, 2, . . . , m q(0; �0; k; r; y(r); k) = �(k)r ;for r = 1, 2, . . . , m, x 2 X, xr > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , mq(r; x; k; r; x+ y(j); k) = �(k)j ;q(r; x; k;m+ r; x� y(r) + y(s); l) = ��1r pr;sak;l;279



for r = m + 1, m + 2, . . . , 2m, j = 1, 2, . . . , m, r0 = h(x)q(r; x; k; r; x+ y(j); k) = �(k)j ;q(r; x; k; r0; x; l) = ���1r ak;l:Remaining intensities are equal to zero.It follows from the form of the transition probabilities that the Markov proess (1)has only stable non-absorbing states and a onservative in�nitesimal matrix.Let �0 = 0 and �1, �2, . . . be the jump instants of the proess (1). Consider theembedded Markov hain f(�i;{i; �i); i = 0; 1; : : :g (2)with �i = �(�i + 0), {i = {(�i + 0), �i = �(�i + 0). It is well known that for theMarkov hain (2) the probability of transition from a state (r; x; k) 2 S into a state(r0; w; l) 2 S equals q(r; x; k; r0; w; l)(q(r; x; k))�1 for (r; x; k) 6= (r0; w; l) and equals 0for (r; x; k) = (r0; w; l), while the time interval �i+1� �i given (�i;{i; �i) = (�(r); x; e(k))has an exponential distribution with parameter q(r; x; k). DenoteS0 = f(�(r); x; e(k)) : (�(r); x; e(k)) 2 S; x 2 X0g;S+ = f(�(r); x; e(k)) : (�(r); x; e(k)) 2 S; x 2 X+g;S� = f(�(r); x; e(k)) : (�(r); x; e(k)) 2 S; x 2 X�g:For a state (�(r); x; e(k)) 2 S0 de�ne on the set 
(r; x; k) = f! : �0 = �(r);{0 = x; �0 == e(k)g an instant of reahing with prohibition �(r; x; k) = minfi : {i 2 S+;{�� 62 S�; 0 66 �� 6 ig. For i = 1, 2, . . . and a sequene of states (�(r��); x(��); e(k��)) 2 S0, 0 6 �� < i and(�(ri); x(i); e(ki)) 2 S+ introdue a random variable �(r0; x(0); k0) whih takes on valuei�1X��=0 (q(r��; x(��); k��))�1(1x(��)1 + 2x(��)2 + : : :+ mx(��)m )on the set f! : ��� = �(r��);{�� = x(��); ��� = e(k��); 0 6 �� 6 ig. A variable �(r; x; k) de�nesthe ost of reahing with prohibition of the set S+ from a state (�(r); x; e(k)) 2 S0 withoutvisiting the prohibited set S�. It is interesting to investigate the onditional expetedost of reahing with prohibitionE(�(r; x; k)j
(r; x; k) \ f! : �(r; x; k) <1g):Reall that the solution to a system of linear algebrai equations obtained by suessiveiterations with zero initial ondition is alled its main solution [3℄.Theorem 2. Probabilities f(r; x; k) = P(f! : �(r; x; k) < 1gj
(r; x; k)) of reah-ing with prohibition, (�(r); x; e(k)) 2 S0, are the main solution to the system of linearalgebrai equationsq(r; x; k)f(r; x; k) = X(�(r0);w;e(l))2S+ q(r; x; k; r0; w; l)++ X(�(r0);w;e(l))2S0 q(r; x; k; r0; w; l)f(r0; w0; l): (3)280



The onditional expeted osts of reahing with prohibition areE(�(r; x; k)j
(r; x; k) \ f! : �(r; x; k) <1g) = G(r; x; k)(f(r; x; k))�1;where the quantities G(r; x; k), (�(r); x; e(k)) 2 S0, are the main solution to the systemof linear algebrai equationsq(r; x; k)G(r; x; k) = f(r; x; k) mXj=1 jxj + X(�(r0);w;e(l))2S0 q(r; x; k; r0; w; l)G(r0; w0; l): (4)Theorem 2 generalizes theorems in [2℄, whih haraterized the onditional expetednumber of steps for reahing S+ from the states in S0 with prohibition by a denumerableMarkov hain. Equations (3), (4) allow to alulate the onditional expeted ostsof reahing with prohibition given the swithing funtion h(�), for any initial statein S0. Regarding the onditional expeted osts as objetive funtionals we have amultiobjetive optimization problem. To formulate an optimization problem with oneobjetive we have to introdue the onvolution of the original objetives. De�neJ(h) = 1jS0j X(�(r);x;e(k))2S0 G(r; x; k)(f(r; x; k))�1: (5)Given a deomposition S = S�[S0[S+ the optimization problem is redued to solvingJ(h0) = minh(�) J(h):If the deomposition of the states spae S was generated, e. g., by sets X+ = fx : xj 66 Nj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; mg, X� = fx : (9j)xj > N 0jg, or X+ = fx : x1+x2+ : : :+xm 6 N1g,X� = fx : x1 + x2 + : : : + xm > Ng, for ertain positive integers Nj, N 0j, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, then the orresponding optimization problem an be understood as a problem ofminimization of the onditional expeted ost of unloading the queueing system sinethe set X+ in essene onsists of vetors of small queues' lengths.4. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTSTo arry out numerial experiments we have to bound ourselves with a lass ofswithing funtions of a simple form sine solving the optimization problem by ex-haustive searh is pratially unahievable. Assume m = 2 input �ows. Introdue thefollowing swithing funtions. Let x = (x1; x2) and a = 0, 1, . . . . Puthmax(x) = 8><>:0; x = �0;1; x1 > x2;2; x1 < x2;hpri;1(x) = 8><>:0; x = �0;1; x1 > 0;2; x1 = 0; x2 > 0;281



hpri;2(x) = 8><>:0; x = �0;1; x2 > 0;2; x2 = 0; x1 > 0;hthr;1(x) = 8><>:0; x = �0;1; x2 = 0 or x1 > a,2; x2 > 0 and x1 < a;hthr;2(x) = 8><>:0; x = �0;1; x1 > 0 and x2 < a,2; x1 = 0 or x2 > a.The swithing funtion hmax(�) orresponds to serviing of the longest queue, hpri;1(�) andhpri;2(�) orrespond to servie with relative priorities, hthr;1(x) and hthr;2(x) orrespondto a priority servie with positive threshold value a for the high priority queue. Assumethe following parameters are given: a1;1 = 0:5, a2;2 = 0:8, �(1)1 = 0:1, �(2)1 = 0:2,�(1)2 = 0:15, �(2)2 = 0:05, �1 = 0:375, �2 = 0:5, ��1 = 0:125, ��2 = 0:25, p1;1 = 0,p1;2 = 0:05, p2;1 = 0:02, p2;2 = 0:01, 1 = 2 = 1, N1 = 5, N 01 = 15, N2 = 4, N 02 = 10.The hoie of osts 1, 2 gives us the total sojourn time of all ustomers in the systemuntil unloading. Then J(hmax) = 205:779, J(hpri;1) = 237:444, J(hpri;2) = 239:188,and the smallest value 193:852 is ahieved by J(�) for the swithing funtion hthr;1 witha = 6. Although we haven't found the optimal swithing funtion among all possibleswithing funtions, we still an onlude that a priority algorithm (whih was knownto be optimal to minimize total sojourn ost of all ustomers present in the queueingsystem per tat, f. [1℄) is not the best way to unload a time-sharing queueing systemwith readjustments at least with the deomposition of X onsidered here.REFERENCES1. Fedotkin M. A., Zorin A. V. Optimization of Control of Doubly Stohasti Nonor-dinary Flows in Time-Sharing Systems // Automation and remote ontrol, 2005.V. 66, �7. P. 1115�1124.2. Fedotkin M. A. Algebrai properties of distributions for Chung funtionals of ho-mogeneous Markov hains with a denumerable set of states // Sov. Math., Dokl.,1976. V. 17, P. 43�46.3. Kantorovih L. V., Krylov V. I. Approximate methods in higher analysis. L.: Fiz-matlit, 1962.
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